This workshop of the School AUIC occurs on the occasion of the **Honorary Degree in Architecture** – Laurea Magistrale ad honorem in Architettura e Ingegneria Edile – awarding upon Pakistani architect **Yasmeen Lari**, zero-carbon champion and advocate of the poorest of the poor.

Participants will deepen Lari’s work by analyzing the construction details and the architectural re-drawing of her best-known humanitarian projects. Students made prototypes of the following projects: three-dimensional digital reproductions, 3d printings and bamboo maquettes of the LOG Lari OctaGreen, Women Center, The Pakistani Chulah. Particular attention was paid to explore the study of vernacular – updated and enhanced – bamboo construction techniques.

October 21-22-23 the architectural prototypes will be shown at LaborA, a physical and digital modelling laboratory, on Politecnico di Milano’s new Architecture campus, where Yasmeen Lari will meet the participant students on October 21.